Instructions for LSF

The university portal for the academic calendar
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1. Preface

In the university portal for the academic calendar you can search for courses (e.g. practice, seminar, lecture, tutorial, project, internship). These courses belong to modules, which you can find in the directory of modules (Instruction for the directory of modules).

This instruction is meant helping you to find the courses from the list of courses in English, which you can find on the website of the University of Rostock (International Affairs → Incoming → Gueststudies / ERASMUS+).

“Click” on the following link to get to the university portal for the academic calendar the “Onlineportal für Lehre, Studium und Forschung” (LSF). → https://lsf.uni-rostock.de

2. Courses

With a “click” on the flag in the top right corner you can change the language from German to English. Also, make sure to search in the right term (e.g. Winter/Summer term) of your study. As you can see in the following picture, you can switch terms with a “click” on it.

Adress: https://lsf.uni-rostock.de

Search for lectures
search for courses (e.g. practice, seminar, lecture, tutorial, project, internship)

Search for curricula
search for degree programmes and corresponding courses listed in a timetable

Curricula table (list)
directory of all degree programmes

Course overview
List of all faculties, corresponding degree programmes and courses

Lectures today
Overview of today’s courses

Lectures cancelled today
Overview of latest cancelled courses

With the academic calendar you have the option to search for lectures and degree programmes.
3. Search for lectures

Here you have the option to filter your search according various criteria.

On this search mask you can see the following criteria. You can specify your search, as you can see in the picture, as follows.

There can be courses which are not already published for the next semester. In this case, search for them in the last summer or winter term.

- **Term (Winter/Summer term)** – choose in which term you want to search a course
- **Number of lecture** - one course code can stand for two or more courses (e.g. one lecture and one practice)
- **Title of lecture** - the specific name of the course
- **Type of lecture** – there are different type of courses (e.g. practice, seminar, lecture, tutorial, project, internship)
- **Faculty** – it is easier to find your course by choosing your faculty
- **Curricula** – by choosing your degree programme your search result will be more accurate.
- **Teacher** – search courses by teachers
- **Room** – search courses by rooms
- **From/to (time)** – search your course by specifying the time
- **Weekday** - search your course by specifying the day
- **Language of instruction** - choose English to search for given courses in English
- **Termin als Prüfung** – appointment for exam
- **Module (Nummer)** – module code
Once you have entered your search criteria, you can click on “Suche starten” to display all courses with the corresponding search criteria.

For the search result, you can choose the following views: short, medium, long.

With the “medium” and “long view” you can find more information about e.g. term, frequency, the date, time, location and department of the courses.

Please note that, if you “click” on the course name you will get a more detailed description of the course.

The more detailed description gives you a broad overview of the course, e.g. under the headline “curricula”, you can see to which degree programme the course belongs to.

For a successful module closure it is important that you follow the courses (e.g. in the example shown in the upper picture, you should visit both lectures and practices).
3. Course overview

Further, with the course overview, you will find a list of all faculties with the corresponding curricula. With a “click” on the curricula name you can see a list of all courses of the specific curricula.